• Sea level allowances may underestimate the vertical adjustment needed to maintain the average flood damage under uncertain sea-level rise • Damage allowances are the heights of flood protection strategies to maintain the average flood damage in a given year • Damage allowances can be integrated into popular financial decision-making tools, like benefit-cost analysis • Under high greenhouse gas emission scenarios, damage allowances beyond 2050 are strongly dependent on subjective beliefs of Antarctic ice sheet behavior 
Introduction
Rising sea levels increase the probability of a given extreme sea level (ESL) event and the average number of a given ESL event experienced in a given year (Buchanan, Oppenheimer, & Kopp, 2017; Vitousek et al., 2017; Vousdoukas et al., 2018; Wahl et al., 2017) . For example, a 0.5 m increase in mean sea level at the Battery in lower Manhattan (New York City, USA) is anticipated to increase the frequency of the local 100-year ESL event from once every 100 years, on average, to about once every 20 years, on average (Rasmussen et al., 2018) . This poses a challenge to designers of coastal flood protection strategies that seek to maintain a given margin of safety over time, such as ESLs that have a 1% chance of being equaled or exceeded in a given year. Without accounting for sea-level rise (SLR) in the design of coastal flood protection, the originally selected margin of safety will decrease, potentially leading to increased flood damages and greater numbers of people at risk.
A hazard or SLR 'allowance' is the vertical distance by which something needs to be adjusted in order to ensure that the average number of ESL events is kept constant under uncertain sea level change (Buchanan, Kopp, Oppenheimer, & Tebaldi, 2016; Hunter, 2012; Slangen et al., 2017) . Hazard allowances only consider the heights of physical water levels and not their damages. If risk is characterized by the probability of a hazard and its consequence (Kaplan & Garrick, 1981) , then the assessment of the benefits of coastal risk reduction measures requires consideration of both the probability of an ESL event and its associated damage. An allowance that maintains financial risk over time (e.g., the annual average loss [AAL] due to flooding) rather than a physical hazard (e.g., ESLs) directly quantifies reductions in damage which could inform financial decision-making (e.g., benefit-cost analysis). Additionally, future projections of GMSL are characterized by 'deep uncertainty' (i.e., mechanisms and associated parameters are not known or are disagreed on by experts; Lempert, 2002) , in part due to incomplete understanding of the physical processes that govern the behavior (or response of) the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) under climate forcing. These deep uncertainties inhibit the characterization of a single, unambiguous probability distribution of future GMSL (Bakker, Wong, Ruckert, & Keller, 2017; Kopp et al., 2017; Le Cozannet, Manceau, & Rohmer, 2017) . Considerably different probabilistic projections can result from differing physical modeling approaches. Therefore, flood allowance estimation should accommodate multiple plausible distributions of AIS melt (e.g., Slangen et al., 2017) . In this study, we address these two limitations of traditional flood allowances by linking ESLs to financial loss using a simple, time-invariant damage function for Manhattan that is modified based on the flood protection strategy used (Sec. 2.1) and also employ future probabilistic projections of local SLR that accommodate multiple subjective beliefs regarding future AIS behavior (Sec. 2.2).
Flood mitigation strategies can produce significant benefits to society by reducing damage to buildings and infrastructure from ESLs and can potentially save lives (Aerts et al., 2014; Scussolini et al., 2017) . Without additional investments in adaptation measures, by the end of the century direct damages from coastal floods on the global scale could reach into the trillions of U.S. dollars per year (Diaz, 2016; Hinkel et al., 2014; Jevrejeva, Jackson, Grinsted, Lincke, & Marzeion, 2018) , with most of the losses occurring in highly exposed coastal cities (Hallegatte, Green, Nicholls, & Corfee-Morlot, 2013; Hanson et al., 2011) . In response, many of these urban areas are exploring or implementing strategies that aim to offset current and future losses from floods (e.g., Merrell, Reynolds, Cardenas, Gunn, & Hufton, 2011; Pirazzoli & Umgiesser, 2006; SIRR, 2013; UK Environment Agency, 2012) . These strategies can generally be characterized as accommodation, defense, advance, and retreat (Dronkers et al., 1990; Klein et al., 2001) . Accommodation aims to reduce damage when inundation occurs (e.g., elevating structures or other flood-proofing measures), while defense seeks to prevent inundation using structural measures such as levees and storm surge barriers. Advance creates new lands by building out into the sea and retreat permanently moves assets and populations away from the coastline. The height of a protection strategy (i.e., the design height) is a key variable as it is generally consistent with the reduction in the AAL due to flooding; the greater the height, the larger the reduction (all else being equal). A poorly selected design height could lead to greater residual risks in terms of public safety and damage.
Formal decision tools can aid in the appraisal of flood protection strategies, including calculating the design height of flood protection. For example, expected benefit-cost analysis (BCA) is commonly used by government agencies to economically optimize design heights by balancing incremental reductions in risk with incremental investments in greater levels of safety (e.g., Fankhauser, 1995; Kanyama, Svahn, & Sonnek, 2019; Ramm, White, Chan, & Watson, 2017; van Dantzig, 1956 ). Different decision tools have different variables that can be prescribed by users (e.g., cost of construction, discount rates). For BCA, the margin of safety is not a parameter that can be specified (e.g., protection against the 100-year ESL event), but rather a variable to be solved for (e.g., by maximizing net present value). This approach may be insufficient if a specific margin of safety is desired. On the other hand, flood allowance frameworks specify a margin of safety (Buchanan et al., 2016) , but design heights are calculated without regard to cost. Between these two approaches lies a risk-constrained, cost-effectiveness position that prescribes a margin of safety, but also allows for the appraisal of various strategies based on their relative costs and benefits. Coastal localities require a tailor-made response to meet their flood protection needs. Flood protection strategies are all associated with unique financial and political resource demands , residual risks due to potential failure (e.g., levee overtopping and breaching), and are vulnerable to less-than-perfect levels of compliance (e.g., the fraction of structures that actually elevate or retreat relative to the prescription). Appraisals of flood protection strategies to meet a prescribed margin of safety should consider these factors in addition to their relative costs and benefits.
In this study, we develop a flood 'damage allowance' framework, a risk-constrained approach to calculate the design height of coastal protection strategies that maintain a user-defined AAL while considering deep uncertainty in AIS mass loss. Our approach is benefit-only as it does not consider costs. We specifically assess the strategies of elevation, coastal retreat, a levee, and a storm-surge barrier. Advance is not considered due to complexities associated with projecting property growth in new lands. For each strategy, a range of design heights are calculated under multiple assumptions of future AIS mass loss. The damage allowances provide a first-order measure of benefits that could be readily input into a BCA or cost-effectiveness framework (e.g., Aerts et al., 2014; Scussolini et al., 2017) where each protection strategy is associated with a given cost (not quantified here). Additionally, more complex modeling could subsequently be used to investigate preferred strategies (e.g., Aerts et al., 2014; Fischbach, Johnson, & Molina-Perez, 2017) . We use Manhattan to illustrate our damage allowance framework, as it and the rest of New York City is currently exploring multiple flood mitigation options (NYC, 2019b (NYC, , 2019c SIRR, 2013; USACE, 2016 USACE, , 2019 ).
Framework
The flow and sources of information used in our flood damage allowance framework is shown in Fig. A .1, and more details are given in the Supporting Information. First, we employ a flood damage model (Sec. A.1) to calculate Manhattan's AAL due to flooding. The damage model estimates the present-day probabilities of ESLs of various heights using both a long-term record of sea level observations at the Battery tide gauge in lower Manhattan and extreme value theory (Fig. 1A; Sec. A.2) . Damages are estimated using a simple, aggregate flood damage function constructed from property data and observed relationships between flood depth and building type (Fig. 1B; Sec. A.3) . The damage function assumes a "frozen city", in that the population and assets remain in place over time. The product of the ESL probability distribution and the damage function produces a probability distribution for damages (Fig. 1C) . Second, a flood damage mitigation strategy is chosen that modifies the shape of the simple damage function (either elevation, levee, storm surge barrier, or coastal retreat; Sec. 2.1). Third, Manhattan's AAL due to flooding is projected into the future using probabilistic local SLR projections (Sec. A.7) that have been adjusted by 1) subjectively weighting the likelihood of rapid AIS mass loss mechanisms and 2) specifying an upper limit to 2100 AIS contributions to GMSL (Sec. 2.2). As an example, the increase in the frequency of ESLs and damage events from a 0.5 m of local SLR is shown in Figs. 1A and C, respectively . Finally, the design height of a given flood mitigation strategy is calculated such that the future AAL due to flooding under uncertain SLR equals a user-specified level of acceptable financial risk (e.g., the current AAL).
A generalizable damage stabilizing model
If f (z * ) is the current annual exceedance probability (AEP) of a given ESL event with surge height z * (e.g., the 100-year event), then the instantaneous hazard allowance that maintains the AEP under uncertain sea level change ∆ can be expressed as:
where f (z * − ∆) is the AEP of z * after including sea level change whose uncertainty is given by the probability distribution P (∆), and A(z * ) is the vertical adjustment required to maintain the current AEP. For a given AEP, the hazard allowance can be interpreted as the horizontal distance between the historical and future ESL return curve (i.e., the curve that shows the average number of ESL events that meet or exceed a given ESL in a given year). If ∆ is known, then A = ∆, but if SLR projection uncertainty is considered, the hazard allowance will always be greater than the expected SLR due to an approximately log-linear relationship between the AEP of ESLs and water height (Buchanan et al., 2016) .
Two types of flood allowances have been proposed in the literature: 1) instantaneous and 2) average annual design life. Instantaneous flood allowances are designed for maintaining a target level of risk in the final year of a project design life (traditionally the expected number of ESL exceedances). In the preceding years, the average level of risk protection would be above the target. On the other hand, the average annual design life flood allowance (not explored in this study), maintains the average risk over the lifetime of a project by providing greater protection than prescribed during the early years of the design life and less protection than prescribed at the end of the design life (Buchanan et al., 2016) .
We extend the flood allowance concept to damage events by employing a simple, time-invariant damage function that describes the relationship between ESLs and direct physical damages. The damage allowance is the design height of a flood mitigation strategy needed to maintain the current frequency of damage events (i.e., the AAL due to flooding) under uncertain SLR. To offset additional damages due to SLR, we create a "protected" damage function using idealized representations of how the flood damage reduction strategies of elevation (Sec. 2.1.1), a levee or storm surge barrier (Sec. 2.1.2), and coastal retreat (Sec. 2.1.3) could impact the relationship between ESLs and damage in the "unprotected" damage function.
In order to stabilize the AAL resulting from uncertain SLR, the current AAL must equal the projected AAL that includes both an arbitrary sea level change (∆) plus an adjustment to offset the increase in damages resulting from SLR. This "conservation of damage" can be mathematically represented by:
where z is the ESL height (relative to mean higher high water [MHHW]) 1 , D * (z) is a protected damage function that includes adjustments to mitigate additional flood damage resulting from SLR depending on the adaptation strategy taken (elevation, levee, storm surge barrier, or coastal retreat; Secs. 2.1.1 to 2.1.3), and D(z) is the unprotected damage function (Sec. A.3). The equation is integrated from the current protection height in Manhattan (z min ) to infinity. We assume that the island of Manhattan is currently protected by a bulkhead that is 1.0 m above MHHW, below which no damage occurs 2 . While all allowances traditionally aim to maintain the current level of risk (i.e., the historical AAL), we note that this could be replaced by any user-specified level of risk.
Damage reduction strategy: elevation
Accommodation strategies, such as elevating buildings on columns, reduces the vulnerability to populations and the built environment. Elevation allows for floods to occur below the design height without incurring significant damage to the structure. We model an elevation strategy that raises all structures by the vertical height A at or below the land elevation A (Fig. 2A) . We acknowledge the impracticality of elevating high-rises structures in Manhattan. However, roughly 88% of all buildings in Manhattan sited at ≤ 8 m in elevation (relative to MHHW) have less than six floors above ground level (NYC Planning, 2018) 3 . Additionally, our approach is also consistent with wet-proofing basements and subsequently building new floors on top of the existing structure. To estimate the height A that structures need to be elevated to maintain the current AAL under uncertain SLR, D * (z) is substituted in Eqn. 2 with the following:
Damage to elevated structures
Damage to non-elevated structures
where z is the ESL height (above MHHW), A is the damage allowance (above the current protection level, z min ), p(e) is the amount of property at elevation e and φ(z − e) is an inundation depth-damage function for NYC that relates the flood height (i.e., z −e) to damage as a fraction of the total property value (see Sec. A.4). Equation 3 is plotted in Fig. 2B assuming A = 0.75 m. Note that no flood damage occurs to structures when z ≤ A, but when z > A, D * e (z, A) begins to converge to the unprotected damage function D(z). While not used for Manhattan, a method for elevating all structures within a damage function is given in the Supporting Information (Sec. A.5).
Damage reduction strategies: levee and storm surge barrier
Flood defenses physically block the inland advance of ESLs and include both hard defenses (e.g., levees and storm surge barriers) as well as soft defenses (e.g., beach-dune systems). Levees (also known as dikes) are stationary embankments strategically used to prevent areas from flooding. Storm surge barriers are gates placed within bodies of water (usually tidally-influenced rivers or estuaries) that remain open to allow for tidal flushing and maritime navigation, but close during forecasted ESLs (e.g., coastal storms). Storm surge barriers are often placed within levee systems (Mooyaart & Jonkman, 2017) .
While levees and surge barriers can be public good solutions that do not require private actors to undertake action (e.g., elevation or retreat), both have the disadvantage of maximal loss occurrence by either being overtopped (e.g., by experiencing EWLs outside of the designed margin of safety) or by suffering structural 2 This is approximately the height with which water begins to flow over the bulkhead at the Battery in lower Manhattan (retrieved from https://water.weather.gov/ahps; July, 2019). This is also a simplification, as the bulkhead height varies around the island of Manhattan.
3 However, these buildings tend to be older and the relation to the total fraction of damage is unclear.
failure. We model the probability of levee and storm surge barrier failure (p f ) conditional on the ESL z (i.e., the structural load), the targeted design height A, the failure rate for the water load at the design height (tol A ; assumed to be 0.10, which is the minimum threshold for the probability of a loading breach for Dutch flood defenses (TAW, 1998)), and the height of the the freeboard F b (i.e., the protection above A):
. According to Wolff (2008) , for a well designed levee, the probability of failure below the design height should be "unlikely" and then increase rapidly until it reaches unity at the targeted design height plus the specified freeboard. We model p f using an exponential relationship that is a function of z, p f = a·exp(b·z), where b = ln(1/tol A )/F b and a = exp(−b · A + ln(tol A )) (Fig. A.6 ). For levees, D * is substituted in Eq. 2 with:
In other words, total damage scales with the probability of levee failure until overtopping occurs (Figs. 2B and A.6 ).
Due to increased chances of mechanical failure, environmental impacts, and shipping disruption, the frequency of storm surge barrier gate closure is often restricted (Sustainable Solutions Lab, 2018a) . This prevents storm surge barriers from protecting against more frequent events that can cause minor flooding, such as extreme tidal events (Sweet et al., 2016) . Some of the largest storm surge barriers are designed to close approximately once every 10 years, such as the Maeslant Barrier that protects Rotterdam, while smaller to medium sized barriers, such as the Thames Barrier in London, have historically been designed to close no more than two to three times per year (Sustainable Solutions Lab, 2018a) . We assume that a surge barrier designed to protect Manhattan would be similar to the Maeslant Barrier, designed to close no more than once every 10 years on average under current mean sea levels. This corresponds to an ESL closure threshold (z close ) of roughly 1.0 m above MHHW, as estimated from the ESL return curve (Fig. 1A) . For storm surge barriers, D * is substituted in Eq. 2 with:
where H b is the discrete form of the Heaviside function,
2.1.3 Damage reduction strategy: coastal retreat Coastal retreat can be described as the reduction in exposure to ESLs through the removal of populations and the built environment below an elevation A in order to reduce expected flood damages. This could be voluntary migration, forced displacement, or planned relocation. Retreat is the only strategy that completely eliminates residual risks if there is perfect compliance. Mathematically, coastal retreat modifies the unprotected damage function D(z) by subtracting the damages above A (i.e., D(A)) and removing damages below A (Fig. 2B) . The protected damage function is,
where H r is the discrete form of the Heaviside function,
and α is the fraction of assets [0,1] below A that have retreated (i.e., the retreat compliance). Perfect compliance should not be expected, especially if retreat is voluntary. Some risk targets may not be achievable using coastal retreat if compliance is not high enough. As retreat compliance decreases, D * r (z) approaches the unprotected damage function (Fig. A.7 ).
Uncertainty in Antarctic ice sheet collapse
Beyond mid century, the dynamic response of the AIS to warming is a key uncertainty in protecting future sea levels. Several different plausible estimates of continental-scale AIS melt exist (e.g., Bamber & Aspinall, 2013; Deconto & Pollard, 2016; Edwards et al., 2019; Golledge et al., 2019; Levermann et al., 2014; Ritz et al., 2015) , but there is currently not an agreed upon full range of outcomes and likelihoods necessary for risk assessment using a single SLR probability distribution. Some investigators find significant collapse of marine-based sectors of the AIS under strong climate forcing before 2100 using physical models that include dynamical ice sheet mechanisms (e.g., Deconto & Pollard, 2016; Golledge et al., 2019) , while others assume or suggest greater stability (e.g., Ritz et al., 2015) . An implication of this ambiguity is that the probability distribution of SLR in the second half of the century remains strongly dependent upon subjective assessment of potential AIS contributions. A single probabilistic projection can only represent a fraction of the true total uncertainty. Employing multiple probability distributions is one method to better illustrate deep uncertainty (e.g., Kopp et al., 2017; Sriver, Lempert, Wikman-Svahn, & Keller, 2018; . Imprecise probability methods can be used in cases where multiple probability distributions cannot be reduced to a single distribution. For example, a probability box (or 'p-box') can be used to express SLR incertitude by constraining plausible cumulative probability distribution functions (CDFs) of SLR within a defined space (Baudrit, Guyonnet, & Dubois, 2007; Le Cozannet et al., 2017) . If it is assumed that the upper (i.e., right edge) and lower (i.e., left edge) limits of the p-box contain the unknown distribution, then the true probability of exceeding a given amount of SLR lies within the bounds of the CDFs. A p-box is shown in Fig. 3A for 2100 local SLR for Manhattan. Here, we limit the upper p-box boundary with local probabilistic SLR projections from Kopp et al. (2017) , which employ the fast ice loss AIS projections from Deconto and Pollard (2016) , and the lower p-box boundary with SLR projections from Kopp et al. (2014) , which include more sluggish AIS mass loss based on a combination of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) and expert elicitation of total ice sheet mass loss from Bamber and Aspinall (2013) . These SLR projections were chosen for illustrative purposes only. For instance, a more credible approach could employ the more recent projections from Bamber, Oppenheimer, Kopp, Aspinall, and Cooke (2019) that include new expert elicitation of AIS behavior. End-of-century SLR projections from Bamber et al. (2019) under RCP8.5 largely fall in between those from Kopp et al. (2014) and Kopp et al. (2017) , but have a higher probability of SLR outcomes > 3 m (Fig. B.6 ).
Subjective beliefs regarding future AIS behavior are used to generate an "effective" SLR distribution (Sec. A.8) within the p-box. The "effective" distribution is generated by 1) selecting an upper limit to 2100 AIS contributions (AIS max ) and 2) averaging the upper and lower bounds of the p-box using a weight that reflects the subjective likelihood of AIS collapse initiation before 2100 (β c ∈ [0, 1]). Larger values of β c imply a higher likelihood of AIS collapse initiation before 2100, while lower values of β c imply a lower likelihood. More details regarding the SLR projections and the p-box construction are given in the Supporting Information (Secs. A. 7 and A.8, respectively) . Similar approaches that weigh worst-case outcomes for SLR and other climate variables have been used for decision making under deep uncertainty (Buchanan et al., 2016; McInerney, Lempert, & Keller, 2012 ).
Example of damage allowance framework
The flow of the damage allowance framework is presented in Fig. 4A . First, an acceptable AAL risk target is selected. This could be the current AAL to maintain the current level of flood risk (i.e., the traditional allowance definition), or any value greater than zero. Second, both the time frame and the approach for meeting the risk target are chosen. In this paper, we only consider the instantaneous allowance (i.e., risk is kept below the target through the duration of the project and is met in the final year), however, this could alternatively be a period of years over which the mean AAL equals the risk target (earlier years are below the risk target and later years are above it; i.e., the average annual design life allowance; Buchanan et al., 2016) . Third, a flood damage mitigation strategy is selected. Finally, an upper limit to 2100 AIS contributions (AIS max ) is chosen, as well as a value of β c that reflects a level of confidence that the AIS will begin to collapse before 2100 (Sec 2.2). An application of the damage allowance framework is shown in Fig. 4B . In this example, a federal coastal resilience agency chooses to maintain Manhattan's current AAL due to flooding through 2100 using a storm surge barrier. The barrier has a 10% probability of failure at the design height and the gates close when the ESL is ≥ 1.0 m (the assumed current bulkhead height around Manhattan). The agency believes that the 2100 AIS mass loss contributions to GMSL is limited to 1.0 m (relative to 2000) and that collapse initiation of the AIS is "less likely" (β c = 0.25). According to the framework, the storm surge barrier should be built to a height of 2.3 m above the current protection level. This design height increases by 0.5 m if the AIS collapse odds are instead believed to be "most likely" (β c = 1.0).
Results
3.1 Impact of flood protection strategy on damage event frequency Fig. 1A shows the ESL hazard return curve for Manhattan. Sea-level rise increases the frequency of all ESL events. The hazard allowance that maintains the historical frequency of ESL events is 0.50 m under 0.50 m of known SLR and is 0.86 m when considering the entire probability distribution of projected 2070 SLR (AIS max = 1.75 m, β c = 1.0). However, the hazard allowance only maintains the number of ESL events. It does not assure that the number of damage events will also coincidentally be held constant over time. An ESL event may or may not lead to damage depending on the existing local flood protection. An unprotected damage function for Manhattan is shown in Fig. 1B that connects ESLs to direct financial loss. A 1.0 m high bulkhead around Manhattan eliminates damages < ∼$0.5 billion (2017 USD) 4 . Also shown is a 1.70 m levee on top of the current protection level (i.e., the 1.0 m bulkhead) that modifies the unprotected damage function, reducing the damage for some ESLs (Fig.  1B) . In the absence of additional protection measures, SLR increases the frequency of all damage events and the AAL (Fig. 1C) . For instance, a 0.5 m of SLR is estimated to increase the current AAL for Manhattan from roughly $0.1 billion/yr to roughly $0.7 billion/yr, and projected 2070 SLR is expected to increase the current AAL by more than a factor of 10, roughly $1.6 billion/yr (AIS max = 1.75 m, β c = 1.0). Under 2070 SLR, a 1.70 m levee reduces the AAL with SLR to the current AAL (i.e., the damage allowance). The damage allowance for the levee that is needed to maintain the current AAL is nearly two times greater than the ESL hazard allowance needed to maintain the current frequency of ESL events (1.70 m vs. 0.86 m) and more than twice as large as the expected amount of SLR in 2070 (0.80 m; AIS max = 1.75 m, β c = 1.0; Table B.1). Fig. 2C shows the impact of a levee on the current return periods of damage events without SLR, as well as for elevation, a storm surge barrier, and coastal retreat. For illustrative purposes, the 1.0 m bulkhead around Manhattan is not considered here (but is in the damage allowance calculations; Sec. 3.3). With out considering both the bulkhead protection and SLR, the AAL is roughly $1.6 billion/yr. A 1.75 m levee used to protect Manhattan would prevent all flood damage events < $2 billion (assuming zero probability of levee breaching) and would lower the AAL to $1.2 billion/yr (structural failure of a levee is not depicted in Fig. 2B or Fig. 2C , but considered in the damage allowance calculation; Sec. 2.1.2). Raising all structures below 1.75 m in elevation to 1.75 m has nearly the same effect as implementing a levee, but in this study, failure associated with structural elevation is not considered. Compared to the levee, the elevation strategy reduces the AAL more, to $1.0 billion/yr. The effect of a storm surge barrier is similar to the levee, but because barrier gates remain open below a specified threshold ESL (here 1.0 m), flood damage events < $1 billion can occur. When the gates close, the barrier behaves like the 1.75 m high levee and damage events are prevented until ESLs are > 1.75 m (over-topping) or structural failure occurs (not depicted in Fig. 2B or 2C, but considered in the damage allowance calculation; Sec. 2.1.2). A surge barrier would lower the current AAL to $1.3 billion/yr, slightly higher than the levee because the barrier allows ESL events to occur below the closure threshold (here 1.0 m). Coastal retreat not only eliminates damage events below the targeted protection height, like levees and structure elevation, it also removes the possibility of damage to structures below the protection height from higher ESLs (i.e., overtopping). Of all strategies explored in this study, coastal retreat reduces the AAL the most. If all structures below 1.75 m in elevation retreat, the AAL is reduced from $1.6 billion/yr to $0.3 billion/yr. We also consider the effects of multiple flood protection strategies (Sec. A.6).
Characterizing deep uncertainty with sea-level rise and extreme sea level return periods
In the absence of additional coastal flood protection, local SLR is expected to increase the frequency of all Manhattan flood damage events (Fig. 1C ), but late century projections of SLR remain deeply uncertain. In Fig. 3 , we illustrate deep uncertainties associated with 2100 local SLR projections and ESL return curves at the Battery tide gauge in lower Manhattan under maximum possible AIS melt contributions (AIS max ) of 1.75 m, 1.0 m, and 0.5 m (relative to 2000) for both RCP8.5 and RCP2.6. For each plot, deep uncertainties are explored within the p-box (β c ∈ [0,1]) using multiple assumptions regarding the likelihood of collapse of the AIS. Under RCP8.5 and the largest AIS melt contribution threshold considered (AIS max = 1.75 m; Fig. 3A ), the probability of local SLR exceeding 1.5 m is 6% under the least likely AIS collapse assumption (β c = 0), but is 65% under the most likely AIS collapse assumption (β c = 1). The spread between these probabilities is a reflection of the deep uncertainty present, and the spread decreases as AIS max decreases. For instance, in the case of AIS max = 1.0 m (Fig. 3B ), the probability of local SLR exceeding 1.0 m is 6% (β c = 0) and 51% (β c = 1), while in the case of AIS max = 0.5 m (Fig. 3C ), the probability of local SLR exceeding 1.5 m is 5% (β c = 0) and 24% (β c = 1). Deep uncertainties for the AIS are the greatest under high-emission future scenarios (i.e., RCP8.5). After mid century, under RCP2.6, median SLR projections are lower compared to RCP8.5 (Table B. 1), and assumptions regarding future AIS behavior do not significantly impact SLR projections. For instance, for AIS max = 1.75 m, the probability of local SLR exceeding 1.0 m is 7% under the least likely AIS collapse assumption (β c = 0), but is 14% under the most likely AIS collapse assumption (β c = 1; Fig. 3D ). For AIS max = 0.5 m, these probabilities reduce slightly to 5% and 13%, respectively ( Deep uncertainty associated with the AIS is also reflected in the expected number of ESL events experienced at the Battery tide gauge. For instance, under RCP8.5 and assuming AIS max = 1.75 m, the expected number of historical 100-yr ESL events in 2100 is expected to increase from 0.01/yr, on average, to between roughly 6/yr (β c = 0) and 100/yr (β c = 1), on average (Fig. 3A) . When truncating the AIS melt distribution at 1.75 m (i.e., AIS max = 1.75 m), "kinks" appear in the return curves (e.g., the β c = 0 return curve in Fig. 3A and the β c = 1 return curve in Fig. 3D ) as a result of extreme sea level samples in the upper tail of the distribution causing ESL frequencies to saturate at 182.6/yr. The saturation subsequently increases the expected value. Both the positioning and the presence of the kinks are sensitive to the truncation of the upper tail of the mean sea level distribution. For example, the kinks disappear in the return curves for AIS max ≤ 1.0 m (Fig. 3B ,C,E, and F). As with local SLR projections, reducing AIS max also decreases the spread of ESL projections under differing assumptions of AIS collapse likelihood. Under RCP8.5, for AIS max = 0.5 m, the expected number of historical 100-yr ESL events experienced at the Battery tide gauge is roughly 4/yr (β c = 0) and 20/yr (β c = 1), on average (Fig. 3C) . Under RCP2.6, the number of expected ESL events per year dramatically decreases relative to RCP8.5, owing to lower SLR projections, and the spread in results under different AIS collapse assumptions decreases relative to RCP8.5. Compared to RCP8.5, the assumption of strong greenhouse gas mitigation also results in ESL return curves that are less sensitive to the truncation of AIS max . For instance, assuming an AIS melt threshold of AIS max = 1.75 m, the number of expected 100-yr ESL events is roughly between 0.2/yr (β c = 0) and 1/yr (β c = 1), on average (Fig. 3D ). Applying an AIS melt truncation of AIS max = 1.0 m under RCP2.6 slightly decreases the number of expected 100-yr ESL events from 0.01/yr, on average, to roughly 0.2/yr (β c = 0) and 0.7/yr (β c = 1), on average (Fig. 3E ). For AIS max = 0.5 m, there's little to no difference in the number of expected 100-yr flood events based on the perceived likelihood of AIS collapse; the number of expected 100-yr flood events for both β c = 0 and β c = 1 is roughly 0.2/yr, on average ( 
Flood damage allowances: surge barrier and coastal retreat
Instantaneous flood damage allowances for a levee and coastal retreat that maintain the current AAL for Manhattan under different assumptions of AIS behavior for the climate forcing scenarios of RCP8.5 and RCP2.6 are given in Fig. 5 . These allowances are also tabulated for 2050, 2070, and 2100 in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The damage allowances for the levee include 0.5 m of freeboard and the levee is prescribed a 10% probability of failure when the ESL is at the height of the damage allowance (see failure rate discussion in Sec. 2.1.2). The damage allowances are relative to the assumed current protection level (a 1.0 m bulkhead). As sea levels rise, the damage allowances increase over time. The allowances for the levee increase faster than for coastal retreat because as the levee height increases, more property stands to be impacted in the event of a levee failure (over-topping or breaching). This must be compensated by an increase in levee height. Coastal retreat removes property above and below the protection height and so more greatly modifies the damage function. The damage allowances for the levee and coastal retreat increase at rates similar to that of local SLR. For instance, the expected levee damage allowances for 2050, 2070, and 2100 are 0.9 m, 1.6 m, and 3.4 m, while the corresponding expected local SLR is 0.4 m, 0.8 m, and 1.8 m (RCP8.5; AIS max = 1.75 m and β c = 0, Table B.1).
For both RCP scenarios, the assumptions regarding AIS behavior (i.e., maximum 2100 melt contribution [AIS max ] and collapse likelihood [β c ]) produce little to no difference in the allowances before mid century for a given strategy. However, after mid century, under strong climate forcing (i.e., RCP8.5), allowances may differ by up to 1.4 m depending on the truncation of the AIS distributions (1.75, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5, or 0.25 m) and the perceived likelihood of AIS collapse (β c ∈ [0, 1]; Fig. 5A and Table  1 ). Under RCP2.6, these differences are ≤ 0.6 m and only occur after 2080 under higher likelihoods of AIS collapse (β c > 0.75). For RCP8.5, the time period at which the impact of the AIS max assumptions begin to matter occurs earlier for higher collapse likelihoods (β c > 0.75) compared to lower collapse likelihoods (β c < 0.5). For instance, under the least likely AIS collapse assumption (β c = 0), damage allowances for both the levee and coastal retreat are not strongly dependent on the truncation of the AIS melt distribution until roughly 2080, but under the most likely AIS collapse assumption (β c = 1), damage allowances for both the levee and coastal retreat begin to diverge just after 2050 for AIS truncation assumptions of AIS max = 0.25 m and AIS max = 1.75 m. The size of the spread between the levee and coastal retreat damage allowances by 2100 under different 2100 AIS melt cut-offs is also dependent on the assumed likelihood of AIS collapse. For example, for low likelihood collapse odds, the range of levee damage allowances conditional on the possible truncations of AIS melt is 1.8-2.6 m (β c = 0) and for high likelihood collapse odds is 2.0-3.4 m (β c = 1). The sensitivity of allowances based on assumptions of AIS behavior is consistent with previous findings . Damage allowances for a storm surge barrier and elevation are given in time series figures and tables in the Supporting Information (Figs. B.7 and B.8; Tables B.2 
and B.3).
Damage allowances consider the entire probability distribution of SLR. If the probability distribution is long-tailed, then low probability, extreme outcomes can greatly increase expected values beyond those that might result when considering a single high-end SLR outcome such as the 95th percentile. To illustrate, damage allowances that only consider the 5/95th percentile 2100 SLR projections are also given in the margins of each time series plot (Fig. 5 ; SLR projections given in Table  B .1). In the case of AIS max = 1.75 m and β c = 0 (RCP8.5), the levee and coastal retreat damage allowances that consider only the 95th percentile SLR projection are lower than the damage allowances that just considers the full distribution of SLR. This could be a result of the β c = 0 case more heavily weighing the probability distribution from Kopp et al. (2014) , which has a longer tail compared to Kopp et al. (2017) (Fig.  B.6 ). If the underlying SLR probability distribution is long tailed, then illustrating allowance uncertainty based on a range of SLR percentiles may be more informative for some design applications. Heavy-tailed probability distributions could lead to low probability outcomes dominating the expected BCA calculation and all subsequent decisions made based on the expected BCA.
Discussion and Conclusion
A number of different formal decision making frameworks exist for designing strategies that mitigate flood damages . These are generally driven by economic objectives, such as choosing courses of action where monetized discounted benefits exceed discounted costs (i.e., BCA). Flood damage allowances are a new approach for determining the design heights of coastal protection strategies in this class of financial-decision making tools. They follow a 'decision-centered' approach (e.g., Ranger, Reeder, & Lowe, 2013) because their outcomes are dependent on more than just SLR projections alone; users specify a tolerable level of risk (annual average loss), a protection strategy type (elevation, levee, storm surge barrier, and coastal retreat), and assumptions regarding future AIS behavior (maximum AIS melt contribution and AIS stability).
As shown in this paper and elsewhere, decision tools that employ future projections of SLR may be appropriate when uncertainty can confidently be represented with a single PDF (e.g., near mid century, when AIS melt uncertainty is well defined), but is insufficient when uncertainty is deep (e.g., late century AIS melt; Hall, 2007) . Using multiple distributions may better illustrate deep uncertainty (Sec. 2.2). Coastal flood protection designs can accommodate this information ambiguity by employing a range of design heights (e.g., Table 1 and Fig. 5 ), rather than an expected value that has been integrated-out from a single PDF that assumes specific future AIS behavior. The expected monetized benefits of the chosen coastal flood protection strategy (i.e., avoided damages) can then be integrated into a simple cost-effectiveness decision framework, the costs of which could be estimated using existing sources (e.g., Aerts, 2018; Jonkman, Hillen, Nicholls, Kanning, & van Ledden, 2013; Lenk, Rybski, Heidrich, Dawson, & Kropp, 2017) .
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the principal agency tasked with designing and implementing coastal flood risk management projects in the U.S., has proposed storm surge barriers to protect various areas of New York City from SLR and ESLs. The heights of the barriers are based on the height of the historical 100-yr ESL event plus a single, deterministic, 'intermediate' future SLR projection (∼0.5 m of SLR by 2100) and an amount of freeboard (USACE, 2019) . According to the SLR projections in this study, there's > 90% chance that local SLR will exceed 0.5 m by 2100 under all AIS max assumptions under RCP8.5 and > 60% chance under all AIS max assumptions for RCP2.6. If the freeboard calculations by the USACE do not account for potentially under-estimated future SLR, this could lead to mis-priced monetized benefits from flood protection and potentially sub-optimal selection of flood protection strategies and design heights.
In addition to decision-making frameworks employing multiple priors to deal with deep uncertainty, flexible/adaptive approaches have also been promoted in the literature as a way to make decisions under deep uncertainty. Flexible/adaptive decision approaches commit to short-term actions in response to new information (e.g., Haasnoot, Kwakkel, Walker, & ter Maat, 2013; Walker et al., 2013; Wise et al., 2014) . They have the advantage of being less dependent on accurate projections of the future. An example could be flexible levee design that allows for heightening over time as risk tolerances change or as new information is learned about future sea-level rise.
Despite their dependence on parameters characterized by deeply uncertainty, there are multiple political reasons why a multiple priors approach (like flood damage allowances) might be pursued over a flexible/adaptive framework. First, existing laws and government agency protocols may favor approaches that require future distributions of uncertain parameters, such as BCA or cost-effective analysis. For example, the USACE largely uses BCA (Public Law, 1936) to assess and select coastal protection strategies that best "contribute to national economic development consistent with protecting the Nation's environment" (U.S. Water Resources Council, 1983). Second, financing for disaster preparedness is usually only available following a major disaster (NRC, 2014), in part due to motivations of elected officials (Healy & Malhotra, 2009 ). For flood protection, current revenue streams are inadequate for supporting either new construction or regular upgrades that may occur with an adaptive/flexible approach (Knopman, Wachs, Miller, Davis, & Pfrommer, 2017; Sustainable Solutions Lab, 2018b) . This financing arrangement may reinforce the use of prediction-first approaches that force a decision to be made now with no planned opportunity to revisit the course of action in the future. Third, adaptive/flexible approaches may be more expensive compared to engineering to a fixed life (i.e., designing once, Fankhauser, Smith, & Tol, 1999; Haasnoot et al., 2019) , and they may involve more political overhead to change existing governance structures away from appraisals based on BCA (e.g., Kanyama et al., 2019; Ramm et al., 2017) . This could delay making a decision regarding what to build during which additional flood damages may occur. Development times for building flood protection are already long. For example, experience with storm surge barriers has shown that it can take decades to design and build a multi-billion dollar project (Morang, 2016; Sustainable Solutions Lab, 2018a) .
While simple models like flood damage allowances may make too many approximations for readily implementable final project designs, in early planning phases they can identify coastal protection strategies that are worth examining in greater detail with more complex models. Rather than being viewed as substitutes, reduced-form models can complement their more complex peers. For example, while more complex integrated assessment frameworks may better simulate reality, they demand high computational costs which places limits on the number of flood protection strategies that can be investigated simultaneously (e.g., Fischbach et al., 2017) . Simple models may be more useful in cases where the appraisal of several project designs is needed, such as robust strategy identification (e.g., Lempert, Popper, & Bankes, 2003; Sriver et al., 2018) . Additionally, exploring interactions between multiple variables with complex models can make it challenging to understand how different flood protection strategies and SLR assumptions impact expected benefits from proposed solutions.
There are multiple caveats associated with flood damage allowances. First, flood allowances assume a risk tolerance remains constant over the lifetime of the investment. There might be a desire to increase it during that period due to a preference for a higher margin of safety. Second, the effectiveness of flood protection is time-dependent given changes in the hazard (SLR, ground subsidence rates, coastal storm frequency and severity) and changes in the consequence (e.g., what is behind the levee and how vulnerable is it to flood damage). In this study, SLR is the only variable that changes over time. Design heights needed to meet risk tolerance targets could be higher or lower if there are changes in these and other variables that impact the damage function. For instance, it has been observed that well designed flood damage reduction strategies can lead to increased development in protected areas due to a greater sense of perceived safety (the "levee effect"; White, 1945) . New development can increase residual flood risk over time. Additionally, from an aesthetic perspective, elevation, levee and surge barrier construction, and retreating from the floodplain could all impact building amenity value. These impacts could be important, but are not considered in our simple, illustrative framework. Third, levees and storm surge barriers can produce storm surge funneling effects that further elevate the water surface. This, as well as the added impact of waves, are not included in our framework and could greatly increase damage allowances. Fourth, damages from permanent inundation are not accounted for. This could have a significant impact on the effectiveness of a specific flood protection strategy. For example, in the case of a storm surge barrier, after sea level has risen above the gate closure threshold, the barrier may have to remain permanently closed to be effective. Finally, if the damage allowances are used to produce benefits for a BCA or cost-effectiveness framework, the usual limitations may still apply (e.g., those given in Arrow et al., 1996) , including that calculations based on human population exposure, rather than financial metrics (e.g., AAL due to flooding), could give greater weight to lower income groups.
Many decision tools exist for making long-lived decisions under deep uncertainty, but they all come with trade-offs, including incompatibilities with current governing systems. Flexible/adaptable solutions have been preferred by some flood risk managers (e.g., NYC, 2019a; Ranger et al., 2013) , however, challenges are anticipated with implementing these approaches, including those that are political in nature (see discussion above). On the other hand, a common limitation of expected BCA and cost-effectiveness analysis is that they require future projections of relevant variables that determine benefits of protection over time, some of which are deeply uncertain and cannot be fully represented with a single probability distribution (e.g., sea-level rise, economic development, climate forcing scenarios). To partly address this issue, our flood damage allowance framework accommodates multiple possible AIS melt contributions. While there is value in information to reduce deep uncertainties, until this occurs, approaches to flood protection design that rely on future distributions of relevant variables will require a multi-prior approach to more accurately depict true states of knowledge. 
Decision-Maker Risk Tolerance
An individual or group who appraises or designs flood damage mitigation options for a coastal community.
Select the acceptable level of flood damage based on the annual average loss (AAL) due to flood events.
For example, the current AAL.
Flood Damage Mitigation Strategy
Select one or more of these strategies to employ: levee/dike, storm surge barrier, coastal retreat, or elevation.
For multiple strategies:
1. Specify the fraction of total damage mitigated by each strategy (e.g., 20% coastal retreat and 80% levee/dike).
Strategy Parameters
Assume the effectiveness of each strategy:
1. Freeboard and probability of structural failure (levee/dike and storm surge barrier) Bamber and Aspinall (2013) ; DP16 is Deconto and Pollard (2016) ; GRD are gravitational, rotational, and deformational effects; "Other sea level components" includes land water storage, Greenland ice sheet melt, glacier ice melt, oceanographic processes, and non-climatic background changes, such as glacial-isostatic adjustment (GIA).
A.1 Extreme sea level damage model
We model the annual average loss (AAL) due to extreme sea level (ESL) damage as the average loss (insured and uninsured) of all modeled ESL damage events D(z), weighted by the annual probability of occurrence f (z). This can mathematically be written as,
While this is a one-dimensional model (vertical direction only), we note that spatial variation in coastal protection and ESL event frequency could be accommodated using a 3-dimensional damage model where the ESL parameter (z) is a vector that various horizontally (i.e., x,y-direction) as well as vertically (i.e., z-direction).
A.2 Modeling the frequency of extreme water levels
Following Buchanan et al. (2016) and Rasmussen et al. (2018) , we estimate the probability of ESLs in Manhattan using extreme value theory and daily maximum sea levels calculated from quality-controlled tide gauge records from the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center 1 . While the frequency of extreme water levels varies though out the New York-New Jersey Harbor Estuary due to hydrological factors such as coastal bathymetry and topography, we simplify this spatial variation by using a single, long-standing tide gauge , located at the Battery in lower Manhattan, and assume it is representative of the ESL frequency experienced through out the entire borough. Tide gauge observations are de-trended to remove the effect of SLR and referenced to mean higher high water (MHHW)
2 . The annual probability of ESLs f (z) is modeled with a generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) (Coles, 2001a (Coles, , 2001b given by:
for z µ when ξ 0, and µ z µ − σ/ξ when ξ < 0. The GPD parameters are the following: the shape parameter (ξ) governs the curvature and upward statistical limit of the ESL probability distribution function (PDF) and embodies the local coastal storm climate, the scale parameter (σ) characterizes the annual variability in the maxima of tides and storm surges, and the location parameter (µ) is the threshold water-level above which return levels are estimated with the GPD-here the 99th percentile of daily maximum sea levels, which is generally above the highest seasonal tide, balances the bias-variance trade-off in the GPD parameter estimation (Tebaldi, Strauss, & Zervas, 2012) and has been found to perform well at global scales (Wahl et al., 2017) . Daily maximum sea levels above 99th percentile are de-clustered to meet the statistical independence assumption of the GPD. The GPD parameters are estimated using the method of maximum likelihood. Uncertainty in the GPD parameters is calculated from their estimated covariance matrix and is sampled using Latin hypercube sampling of 1000 normally distributed GPD parameter pairs. The GPD parameters are given in Table A.1. Events that occur outside of the support of the GPD (i.e., below µ) are modeled with a Gumbel distribution (e.g., tidal floods). Other probability mixture approaches have been presented elsewhere (e.g., Ghanbari, Arabi, Obeysekera, & Sweet, 2019) . The historical flood return curve at the Battery tide gauge is presented in Fig. 1A .
A.3 Modeling damages from extreme water levels
Following the methodology from Diaz (2016), we construct a 1-dimensional (zdirection), aggregate ESL damage function for Manhattan by integrating damages from the lowest unprotected elevation e min to an ESL height z using: 
where p(e) is the total tax assessed value of all buildings at the estimated first floor elevation e from the NYC Department of City Planning ( Fig. A.2 ; NYC Planning, 2018) 3 , z is the ESL height, and φ(z − e) is an aggregate inundation depth-damage function for Manhattan that relates the flood height (i.e., z −e) to damage as a fraction of the total tax assessed building value (see Sec. A.4). The first floor structure elevation was estimated in 0.1 m increments starting from 0 m above the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) using a 0.3 m vertical resolution LIDAR-derived digital elevation model (DEM) from the City of New York 4 . Other covariates that may cause damage, such as wind gusts, waves, and precipitation, are not included. Also, not included in our damage accounting is the loss of human life, damage to infrastructure (both above and below ground), the value lost from permanently inundated lands, and indirect damage effects such as business interruption. Figure 1B shows the damage function. The damage function is then multiplied by ESL probability distribution (Sec. A.2) to give a probability distribution of flood damages (Fig. 1C) .
A.4 Depth-damage functions
We employ structure-specific depth-damage functions constructed from expert elicitation (USACE, 2015) that relate the fraction of structure damage solely to the depth of the flood. We do not consider other potentially important flood characteristics that may cause more damage, such as flood velocity, wave height, and flood duration (Merz, Kreibich, Schwarze, & Thieken, 2010) . Manhattan (New York City) is comprised of several thousand classes of structures that may have distinct relationships between inundation depth and damage. New York City property tax assessments indicate that Manhattan is comprised of roughly 95 percent residential and 5 percent commercial (New York City Department of Finance, 2018). Accordingly, we reduce the complexity of building type to three inundation depth-damage functions that represent these classes of buildings, high-rises with basements (95 percent of Manhattan) and two-story residences with basements (5 percent of Manhattan).
The depth-damage function for an urban high-rise (φ hrise (z − e)) is shown in SI  Fig. A.4 , and the least-squares fit is given by:
3 Note that the NYC Department of City Planning makes available both tax assessed building value and combined tax assessed building and property value. We assume that floods only damage structures and not the land itself.
4 https://data.cityofnewyork.us/City-Government/1-foot-Digital-Elevation-Model-DEM-/dpc8-z3jc φ hrise (z−e) = 0.142 + 0.0541
where z is the height of the extreme water level, e is the first-floor elevation of the structure, and z − e is the flood height. The depth-damage function for a two-story residential structure with a basement (φ res (z − e)) is shown in SI Fig. A.3 , and the least-squares fit is given by,
An aggregate depth-damage function for Manhattan is constructed using the weighted average of the equations for each building class,
• 
A.5 Elevation of all structures by same height
While not used for Manhattan due to the impracticality of elevating high-rises, we present an method for elevation all structures within the damage function (Fig.  A.5 ). If A is the vertical height that all structures would need to be elevated in order to maintain the current AAL under uncertain sea-level rise and if α is the fraction of assets [0, 1] that have elevated by A (i.e., the elevation compliance), then the protected damage function is:
The elevation of all structures is mathematically represented as a horizontal shift of the "unprotected" damage function by A to represent the uniform elevation of all assets by A. 
A.6 Combined flood protection strategy approach
A multi-strategy approach to flood defenses may provide an added level of safety through redundancy. For example, if a single levee fails, the area behind the levee is impacted. A second line of defense could compensate for failures of the first. If multiple strategies are employed, users could either assign a fraction of the total risk target to mitigate for each strategy or specify a damage allowance for all but one mitigation strategy and then solve for the unknown damage allowance. For example, if a user desires to maintain the current AAL using both coastal retreat and a levee, they may choose to retreat coastal assets below a pre-determined elevation A 1 that is also the base of the levee (e.g., A 1 = 1.0 m) and then solve for the height of the levee A 2 (Fig. B.9A ). This can mathematically be described by:
Damages from levee failure and overtopping 
A.7 Sea-level rise projections
Probabilistic, time-varying, local relative sea level (RSL) projections for Manhattan (modeled at the Battery tide gauge 5 ) are taken from the component-based studies of Kopp et al. (2014) and Kopp et al. (2017) . Both frameworks are identical, but differ in how they model Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) contributions. Kopp et al. (2014) combines the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) projections of ice sheet dynamics and surface mass balance (table 13.5 in Church, Clark, et al., 2013) and expert elicitation of total ice sheet mass loss from Bamber and Aspinall (2013) , while Kopp et al. (2017) implement a limited ensemble of physical AIS simulations from Deconto and Pollard (2016) , which include two glaciological processes previously not accounted for in other continental scale models that can rapidly increase ice-sheet mass loss (marine ice-sheet hydrofracturing and marine ice-cliff instability; Pollard, DeConto, & Alley, 2015) . The simulations from Deconto and Pollard (2016) do not sample the full model parameter space, as such they do not provide a probabilistic assessment of future AIS behavior Kopp et al., 2017) . Nonetheless, they previously have been implemented in probabilistic projection frameworks Le Bars, Drijfhout, & de Vries, 2017) . Probability distributions of local RSL are produced using 10,000 Latin hypercube samples of individual sea level component contributions. Each probability distribution is conditional on either the high greenhouse gas (GHG) emission scenario of representative concentration pathway (RCP) 8.5 or the strong GHG reduction scenario of RCP2.6 (Van Vuuren et al., 2011).
A.8 Probability box construction
Our approach to constructing a probability box ('p-box') is presented in Section 2.2, but is expanded with more details here. In order to keep the p-box boundaries from overlapping, we arbitrarily truncate the maximum AIS contribution from Kopp et al. (2014) at 1.75 m (relative to 2000), the highest predicted AIS contributions from Deconto and Pollard (2016) . This limits the maximum 2100 GMSL projection below 3.5 m (relative to 2000). We note that this truncation is arbitrary and is used only for the purpose of illustrating the p-box approach to dealing with deep uncertainty. The truncation of the AIS contribution about the 1.75 m limit could impact results in a significant way, but is not investigated here. There currently is no consensus upper limit for 2100 GMSL or AIS contributions. The 5/95th percentile ranges of GMSL from Kopp et al. (2014) and Kopp et al. (2017) roughly bound either the 17/83 or 5/95 end-of-century ranges from current published RCP8.5 GMSL projections surveyed in Horton et al. (2018) , but not those for RCP2.6. Flood allowances and ESL return curves that consider the full probability distribution of sea level projections have been shown to be sensitive to upper-bound estimates of AIS ice mass loss in the second half of the 21st century (Buchanan et al., 2016; Rasmussen et al., 2018; Slangen et al., 2017) . As such, we use a parameter that sets the truncation of the upper tail of the 2100 AIS contribution distribution (AIS max ). Specifically, we use AIS max values of 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 m, which are in-line with the range of published end-of-century AIS melt estimates (e.g., Table 2 in Le Cozannet et al., 2017) , as well as limits of 1.5 m and 1.75 m, which are upper-end estimates from Deconto and Pollard (2016) . An additional parameter weighs contributions from the projections that bound the p-box (β c ∈ [0, 1]). When there is greater confidence of AIS collapse (i.e., larger values of β c ), more weight is given to the Kopp et al. (2017) projections, which include faster ice mass loss and greater AIS contributions to GMSL in the second half of the 21st century (via marine ice-sheet hydrofracturing and ice-cliff collapse; Pollard et al., 2015) , relative to Kopp et al. (2014) . Note that a value of zero for β c does not imply a scenario in which there is zero probability of AIS collapse initiation, nor does a value of one for β c imply certainty in AIS collapse initiation. β c simply corresponds to the relative likelihoods of AIS collapse initiation before 2100. The effective probability distributionP at time t is given by:
where P low (∆, t) and P high (∆, t) are the minimum and maximum projections at each point in the CDFs from Kopp et al. (2014) and Kopp et al. (2017) . 
B Supplemental Results

B.1 Flood damage allowances: multi-strategy approach
We present an example of how a multi-strategy approach could be designed using both coastal retreat and a levee for Manhattan (Fig. B.9A ). For both 2070 and 2100, the flood damage risk (AAL) is mapped out for varying elevations below which coastal retreat occurs (A 1 ) and for the height of a levee (A 2 , levee height is relative to A 1 ) assuming AIS max = 1.50 m and β c = 0.0 (Fig. B.9B) . A user could select a preferred AAL and subsequently set the coastal retreat and levee heights. For example, to maintain the current AAL of $0.1 billion/yr in 2100 with coastal retreat below 2 m of elevation, a levee of roughly 0.75 m would need to be constructed. Additional heat maps could be used to depict alternative assumptions of future AIS behavior. (Right) using the flood protection strategies of coastal retreat (y-axis) and a levee (x-axis) with design heights between 0 and 3 m for each strategy. An additional 0.5 m of freeboard for the levee is not included in the depicted design heights along the x-axis. The levee has a 10% probability of structural failure at the design height.
